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Abstract. The existence of digital applications in construction industry has opened the floodgates to a better integration and collaboration. In particular, Building Information Modelling (BIM) provides construction stakeholders greater visualisation of project information and communications across multi-organisations. Despite the explicit benefits, the study on what it takes to drive the successfulness of social collaboration in BIM still remain elusive. This paper presents a review of the literature to identify the key elements of social collaboration in BIM-based construction projects. The review identified three key elements (i.e. foundational platform, organisational context and behavioural context) which together form the nexus for successful social collaborative practice. The findings in this study extend the collaboration literature in construction domain by providing deeper insights into the characterisation and importance of social collaboration in digital environment.

1 Introduction

The wider digitalisation across the world is having a direct impact to the construction sector by bringing new technologies. The use of disruptive technology in construction is starting to gain traction, meaning that those responsible for delivering infrastructure have to be more agile and willing to adapt to change in a pragmatic way [1]. The growing pace of technological means role of engineers will change and the blurring of the lines between engineering and technology, can make the opportunities appeal to people with a much wider range of interests to integrate and collaborate.

In particular, Building Information Modelling (BIM) is recognised as one of the initiatives to enhance the platform of collaboration and management of information throughout the building life cycle [2, 3]. Despite its well documented benefits in regard to collaboration, the problem associated with continuous and consistent collaborative practice in BIM project over time still exist [2, 4]. The possible reasons contributing to this issue are due to the complexity of the organisational behaviour (e.g. lack of collaborative culture and scarcity of knowledge among project teams), self-interest, isolated working practices and trusting the old system to realising the value of digital transformation [3, 5]. In addition, there are also recognised problems whereby different BIM applications are not communicating with each other due to technical and non-technical factors and hence, limiting the integration process across the engineering disciplines (e.g. civil, electrical, mechanical, automation) [6, 7].

Thus, these issues led to the question on what it takes to ensure the successfulness of the collaborative practice within the multi-organizational teams throughout the lifecycle of BIM-based construction project. It is worth highlighting that while collaboration in multi-organisations has proven to be challenging [8], any effort to understand the social-centric collaboration would enhance the understanding of the dynamic collaborative practice of multi-organisations in BIM [3, 9].

Despite prior research on collaboration in construction evidently emphasized the importance of collaborative practice, past efforts have only focused on the element with little empirical evidence and not taking into consideration the social landscape of the digital environment (i.e. BIM). In order to address this gap in the body of knowledge, this study aim to review the key elements of social collaboration in BIM-based construction projects which could form a platform to further understand the movement towards successful social collaboration over the lifecycle of BIM-based projects.

1.1 The Evolution of the Debate on BIM as a Collaborative Platform

Research in collaborative practice, particularly in the BIM domain, has gained increasing attention over the past few decades. To trace the patterns and trends, the time can be split into four sub-periods and relevant context of these research can be summarised based on its publication year.

There has been in recent years a greater interest shown by the scholars in the benefits of BIM and collaborative working. The early literature on BIM collaboration is seen to focus on identifying the
antecedents and drivers affecting the adoption of collaboration technologies (e.g. BIM). Studies in this period mainly focus on European (e.g. Greece) settings. In sub period 2011 - 2013, research moves from the understanding of the general concept of BIM collaboration to the investigation of the information exchanges in digital environment, capturing the evidence of BIM collaborative practice as well as focusing on developing a specific framework (e.g. technical BIM requirements and partnering) for BIM implementation. Studies in this period mainly focus on UK, Canada and Australia settings.

In the third sub period (2014-2016), the research has broadened its landscape to more analytical-based studies, testing several concepts and systems for BIM collaboration. Studies begin to use different types of research methods ranging from case studies to modeling. In addition, new lines of research have emerged, where scholars begin to examine the BIM collaborative practice in real cases such as in hospital projects. The literature intensifies its focus on the Nordic countries (e.g. Norway and Finland). Some articles examine the UK and also covering Asia (e.g. Taiwan and Korea) setting for the first time.

In the fourth sub period (> 2017), the research expands to include the multiple context in understanding the BIM collaborative practice. More studies focusing on the impact of collaborative technologies (i.e. BIM) on the people and organisations begin to develop. A systematic and objective evaluation of available literature on collaboration in construction starts to take place covering relevant research studies in the last 10 years. Articles begin to examine in US and Asia (e.g. China and Hong Kong) settings.

1.2 Relevant BIM Collaboration in Construction Literature

There has been much literature about how BIM implementation will influence the success of collaborative practice (e.g. Orace et al. [9]). However, the intention here is not to review the broader literature on BIM collaboration in construction but to concentrate on past research that focused on the success of collaborative practice in BIM environment.

Particular attention has been given by Singh et al. [10] who developed a theoretical framework of technical requirements for using BIMserver as a multi-disciplinary collaboration platform. They concluded that greater emphasis should be placed on supporting information sharing, communication media, process management, privacy and flexible system configuration in order to facilitate the collaborative platform in digital environment. In addition, they emphasised that individual-oriented factors should also be considered in the development of a collaborative BIM platform.

In another study, Redmond et al. [6] focused on the importance of having an integrated platform for BIM applications (i.e. BIM Cloud) to enhance the BIM usability experience across the multi-organisations. They suggested that having such exchange mechanism will foster effective collaboration through sharing and exchanging data in order to provide more effective key decisions over time. Based on a case study of a large healthcare project (the project has been awarded BuildingSMART’s 2015 award for ‘outstanding open BIM practice’) in Norway, Merschbrock and Munkvold [2] identified interorganizational factors driving the diffusion of BIM technology at the project level, and how individual, managerial, environmental, and technological challenges experienced by construction firms towards fostering a collaborative BIM workspace.

In contrast, Zheng et al. [4] focused on developing an outcome-linked benefit sharing model (OLBSM) to incentivize inter-firm BIM collaboration. They suggested that the successfulness of design and execution of an OLBSM depend on clear BIM objectives, procedural equities, and inclusive processes, as well as engage rigorous analysis of different incentive-alignment options to assess their possible effects on both beneficiaries and efforts. Poirier et al. [11] developed insights into the impact of BIM on collaboration in the architecture, engineering and construction industry in Canada. They identified five cognitive determinants to influence an individual’s framing of BIM-enabled collaboration: requirements, expectations, intentions, incentives and capabilities.

Liu et al. [3], through a focus group discussion and interviews with BIM related participants, identified eight concepts (based on three dimensions; technology, people and process) influencing the development of BIM collaboration. On the other perspective, Kapogiannis, and Sherratt [12] focused on how integrated collaborative technologies have an impact on team collaboration between stakeholders. They found that collaborative culture could help provide access to information by stakeholders from anywhere at any time. In addition, in such a digital environment, stakeholders can share and access knowledge and awareness about the project and thus gain common ground and understanding about the project brief.

Overall, despite majority of these studies making significant progress in understanding the collaboration in BIM environment, they mainly attempt to discover the elements or factors influencing the BIM collaboration in different and several context rather than trying to consolidate what it takes to ensure the success of social collaboration in BIM. While collaboration in multi-organisations has proven to be challenging [8], social aspect of collaboration in BIM research has not received the level of attention it deserves [9]. Consequently, to promote understanding of the concept of social collaboration in BIM, this paper focuses on identifying the key elements of social collaboration and attempts to classify them, with the intention of gaining a greater insight into how they influence collaboration in BIM-based project.

2 Research Methodology

Initially in this review, papers relevant to team integration in construction projects published in the
leading construction management journals and conferences were considered namely: ASCE Journal of Construction Engineering and Management (CEM), Automation in Construction (AIC), Construction Management and Economics (CME), Engineering, Construction, and Architectural Management (ECAM), International Journal of Project Management (IJPM), Journal of Information Technology in Construction, Construction Economics and Building, Built Environment Project and Asset Management and Association of Researchers in Construction Management.

The selection of these journals was based on their influence in the area of construction engineering and management based on their inclusion in the top-tier leading construction journals. Articles published from 2010 to 2018 were included in the literature search. The reason behind this is that the subject of collaboration in BIM emerged as a focus of research studies during this period as reported by Oraee et al. [9].

The initial article selections were conducted based on the guidelines made by several authors (e.g. Nakamba et al., [13]) in order to employ a systematic search to identify articles with the following phrases in subjects, titles, keywords or abstracts: BIM, social, collaboration, collaborative, construction. This search resulted in a broad selection of works that included empirical, qualitative, and descriptive articles, technical notes and book reviews. Consequently, to better reflect the scope of the study, a more focused search was carried out using two specific keywords within the initial BIM articles; collaboration and collaborative. In addition, the abstracts of all articles were briefly reviewed to determine their applicability. Finally, out of the 76 retrieved articles through initial selection, 27 articles related to BIM collaboration were reviewed.

3 Nexus of Social Collaboration

In this study, drawing upon the 27 research studies as well as four collaborative related models; Conceptual BIM Collaboration model developed by Lu et al. [14], Relationship-based Procurement (RBP) Collaboration Framework established by Walker and Lloyd-Walker [15], CoSpaces Collaborative Working Model (CCWM) proposed by Patel et al. [16], and Collaboration Pentagon developed by Oraee et al. [9], the nexus of successful social collaboration have been synthesised into three main elements as illustrated in Fig. 1. These elements to social collaboration in BIM-based projects are Organisational context, Collaborative platform and Behavioural context. The following sections discuss each of these elements in turn.

3.1 Foundational Platform

Foundational Platform is seen as one of the most important elements that support the social collaboration in BIM. It is worth highlighting that BIM has been known as a platform of integration and management of coordination of multidisciplinary teams throughout the building life cycle [3, 5]. The use of related social digital application in BIM-based project is beneficial as it could deliver precise construction informatics and providing greater visualisation, communication and interaction of via multi-dimensions modeling capabilities (e.g. social networking, message-based platform, cloud based information sharing). Several scholar (e.g. Liu et al. [3]; Singh et al. [10]) argued that greater emphasis should be placed on supporting technical requirements to facilitate technology application and management across the organisations for social interaction.

Apart from having collaborative digital technologies, other influencing mechanisms such contractual framework is vital to tackle and moderate more overarching variables (e.g. incentive, governance, legal, risks) that affect adoptability and use of BIM for social collaboration [17, 18]. There is a need to move away from the fragmented practice that characterizes the project to an approach focused on more collaborative practice. Alternative contracting models such as integrated project delivery (IPD) and project alliance are proven to be successful platform for nurturing collaborative relationships through collaborative elements (e.g. incentive arrangements joint governance structure, co-location etc) [15, 19].

3.2 Behavioural Context

It is well acknowledged that behaviour is known to be the underlying and dominant factor in driving the social collaborative practice in digital environment [20]. Proactive behaviour is antecedent to embrace the collaborative culture (Kapogiannis and Sherratt, 2018). A combination of human-centric approach and behavioural best practices within the diverse team will ensure everyone is developing cross pollination of knowledge and skills towards common goal. Recognising the roles and responsibilities will embrace the collaboration that understand the synergistic aspects of the human relationships [2, 14].

In digital environment, actions of individuals may impact the collaboration due to changes of traditional roles [18]. Patel et al. [16] emphasised that organisations should be aware of the skills required to perform collaborative activities. Thus, embedding behavioural skills through digital literacy, knowledge and experience can drive the social normative practices towards collaboration movement. The integration of skills and expertise of individuals could enhance social networking [9].

3.3 Organisational Context

Collaboration in digital environment is mainly utilized by the multi-disciplinary organisations through its process [4, 14]. The significant impact on social collaboration within BIM would come from moving toward thinking about integrated organisation, where processes involved in delivering BIM-related task and activities are through collaborative working approaches. Consistency in interaction processes such as collective decision making, communication and information
vital to increase the effectiveness of embracing the collaboration [16].

Another element that related under organisational context is the institutional support. The degree of institutional support that individuals receive can influence their commitment to the project and hence increase the fidelity of the project [14]. Kapogiannis and Sherratt [12] described that optimisation of organisational support in psychological perspectives could enhance team members’ commitment in using collaborative technologies and hence improve their relationship and productivity. In addition, as highlighted by several scholars (e.g. [9, 21]) is necessity of framing the BIM-enabled project within the collaborative environment (e.g. working and social space) to support the digital environment. Having such productive environment could influence positivity of social level between individual, discipline, team and organisation.

Overall, it can be seen that the need of social collaboration is significant in order to address the complex nature (e.g. socialisation, heterogeneous, and peculiar nature of projects) of the construction projects. BIM has evolves into becoming the central mean for integration and coordination of people, place, process and technology throughout a building's life cycle. Through the observation of the existing literature, effective social collaboration requires not only focusing beyond the technology-related features (which has been known as a central theme in BIM) but also to other elements notably behaviour and organisational related features.

However, it is worth highlighting that in all cases, the attempt is to influence the collaboration by having technological and contractual as a platform to govern and structure the pattern of the social collaboration. In addition, the processes involved, organisational support provided and instilling proactive and collective behaviour are also plays an important role to ensure the consistency of the sociotechnical aspect within the collaboration over time. Thus, the successful social collaboration in BIM-enabled project can only be achieved through purposeful integration of these three elements that fully support the end users' goals.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a review of key elements of successful social collaboration in BIM-enabled project. In essence, the successfulness of social collaboration is a result of a combination of three key elements, Organisational context, Foundational platform and Behavioural context. The need of these three elements is
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crucial to ensure the continuous interaction and positive relationships between the project team members.

It is worth highlighting that a widespread adoption of BIM in construction industry requires a highly social collaborative practice that can demonstrate the holistic approach in order to deliver full potential of BIM to the end user. Overall, the nexus of social collaboration (shown in Fig. 1) are considered as the theoretical lens of the future study. Consequently, the next phase of this research aims to expand this framework further, through validating and benchmarking to capture the gaps lie within these elements and their relationships within the digital context.
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